
 

 

Terms and Conditions Schedule  

Item 1: Promotion 
Name  

IDFA Rare Disease Day Competition (“Promotion”). 

Item 2: Permit Number  N/A   

Item 3: Promoter  The Immune Deficiency Foundation of Australia Limited, ABN: 99 117 585 
976 of Level 5/111-113 Crown St, Wollongong 2500  
 
Email: info@idfa.org.au  
Phone: 1800 100 198 

Item 4: Website  https://www.idfa.org.au/  

Item 5: Promotion 
Registration   

N/A   

Item 6: 
Promotion Period  

From 9:00am (AEST) on 10th February 2022 to 11:59pm (AEST) on 28th 
February 2022.     

Item 7: Entrants  Entry into this Promotion is limited to individuals currently residing in 
Australia. 
 
Entries cannot be submitted on behalf of a company or business entity.  
 
Entrants who are under 18 years of age are deemed to have their parent 
or legal guardian’s consent to enter the Promotion.   

Item 8: Artwork Entry Entrants must create their own unique artwork expressing what it’s like 
to live with a rare disease and featuring at least one of the Rare Disease 
Day colours (blue, pink, green or purple), as specified on the Promoter’s 
Website, and submit it during the Promotion Period.  
 
The Entrant’s artwork can be created through any creative medium 
(including but not limited to a social media film, photograph, drawing, 
painting, graphic design tile, illuminating their house).  
 
The content of each entry must be the original work of the Entrant, or 
material which the Entrant otherwise has the legal right to submit, and 
the Entrant indemnifies the Promoter for any damages or loss incurred by 
the Promoter if the Entrant does not have ownership of the artwork 
entered or the legal right to submit the artwork entry for this Promotion.  
 
The Entrant’s artwork must not have been previously published or 
otherwise disclosed in public.  
 
The Entrant’s artwork must not include any inappropriate or offensive 
material, to be determined at the sole discretion of the Promoter.  
 

Item 9: Method of Entry  To enter, Entrants must email a photograph or file of their Artwork Entry 
to info@idfa.org.au along with their contact name, email and phone 
number within the Promotion Period.  
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By entering the Promotion, Entrants agree to be subscribed to the 
Promoter’s marketing database and receive marketing communications 
from the Promoter.  
 
Entrants agree to their Artwork Entry being shared by the Promoter 
through (but not limited to) the Promoter’s social media channels, 
Website, eDM and PR materials.  
 
Entrants may submit as many Artwork Entries as they wish, provided that 
each Artwork Entry is unique.   

Item 10: Judging Details 
and winning Artwork 
Entries 

This is a competition based on the skill of each Artwork Entry received 
and chance plays no part in the determination of the winners of this 
Promotion.  
 
The Promoter will select and award First, Second and Third place prizes 
(see Prize Details), to the three (3) Artwork Entries which the Promoter 
determines are the most creative, in the Promoter’s absolute discretion 
(“Winning Entrants”).  
 
Judging of all Artwork Entries submitted within the Promotion Period will 
be conducted by the Promoter within five (5) business days after the end 
of the Promotion Period, and then the Winning Entrants will be notified.   
 
The Promoter will attempt to notify the Winning Entrants using the 
Entrant’s contact details provided at the time of entry. Should the 
Promoter be unable to contact a Winning Entrant by 5pm (AEST) on 7th 
March 2022, the Promoter reserves the right to declare that the non-
contactable Winning Entrant has forfeited their prize, repeat the judging 
process and choose a replacement Winning Entrant for that prize.     
 
The Promoter’s decision on the Winning Entrants is final and no 
correspondence will be entered into with any Entrant who disputes the 
Promoter’s decision.  
 
Before the Promoter makes a determination of the Winning Entrants, the 
Entrants of the leading entries may be asked by the Promoter to supply 
additional information regarding the creation or source of the Artwork 
Entry submitted, or other material as reasonably required by the 
Promoter, in its sole discretion, to verify the rights of the Entrant in 
respect of the Artwork Entry that Entrant submitted.   

Item 11: Prize Details  
  
  

The Promoter will award the following prizes to the Winning Entrants, in 
the Promoter’s absolute discretion: 

1. 1st prize - A $350 True Rewards Voucher;  
2. 2nd prize – A $150 True Rewards Voucher; and 
3. 3rd prize – A $50 True Rewards Voucher. 

 
Entrants agree that if their Artwork Entry is selected as a Winning 
Entrant:  
1. the Entrant will make themselves available, at the reasonable request 

of the Promoter, for PR opportunities in relation to the Artwork Entry 
(without any payment or remuneration to the Entrant); and 



 

 

 
2. to follow the reasonable directions of the Promoter and its agents in 

relation to any PR opportunities or other activity in which the Entrant 
is involved in on behalf of the Promoter; and 

 
3.  to act in a cooperative manner in relation to their involvement in the 

Promotion and receiving the prize awarded by the Promoter. 

Item 12:  Prize Winner 
Publication Details  
  

The Promoter will publish the three (3) Winning Entrant’s names and 
Artwork Entries on the Promoter’s Website and social media channels by 
8th March 2022.    
  

Item 13: Use of Personal 
Information  

The Promoter will use the Entrant’s personal information to contact the 
Entrant in the event they are selected as one of the Winning Entrants.   

Item 14: Other 
Conditions  
  

By entering this Promotion, the Entrant agrees that if their Artwork Entry 
is selected by the Promoter as one of the three (3) Winning Entrants, the 
Entrant will give the Promoter the exclusive right to the use of their 
Artwork Entry for the purpose of this Promotion.  
 
All Entrants will maintain ownership of all intellectual rights and copyright 
in the Artwork Entries they submit.   

 


